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realise how writing impresses the primitive mind.
In a district bordering" on the central deserts a
native runner was employed to carry the mailbags
to the houses of lonely settlers. Some tobacco
together with an invoice was sent in one of these bags,
but when it was opened the tobacco was gone. The
runner charged with the theft at once admitted it.
He explained with some bitterness that he knew that
"that little devil piece of paper (the invoice) would
tell on him if it could". So he took the precaution of
putting the invoice in the hollow of a tree, flattering
himself that it could not then see what he did when
he stole the tobacco. This is, of course, an extreme
illustration. To the primitive mind the magic and
mysterious art of writing practised by priests was
invested with notions of sanctity.
The teaching of Moses was, I suppose, trans-
mitted by word of mouth from one generation to
another for a number of centuries before it was
reduced to writing by priests. Ideas and stories when
transmitted by word of mouth grow like a snowball,
and alter their shape. When, at last, the tradition
was reduced to writing this process of growth and
change was stopped. The great conceptions which
Moses propounded had not been lost. They were,
however, embedded in a mass of legend, folklore
and ritual prescriptions, unconsciously added by
men who repeated one to another what they thought
and believed that Moses had taught. When all this
tradition had been inscribed in five different books,
the Hebrew world came to believe that Moses him-
self had written the Pentateuch. In the popular
mind they came to be looked on as sacred writings.
Ere long the belief developed that Moses had written
what God himself had told him to write. They were
all true and equally true. In these writings God had
revealed answers to the riddle of life which the
human mind could never have found for itself.

